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Fundamentals of Quality Control and Improvement is an introductory textbook that the
author suggests “may serve as a text for an undergraduate or graduate course for students
in business and management” (p. xx). In this review, I evaluate the textbook from the
perspective of teaching an MBA quality control course using Montgomery’s (2009) book
Introduction to Statistical Quality Control.
Comparing Mitra’s and Montgomery’s texts there are some clear similarities and differ-
ences. Both begin with a series of chapters defining quality, describing the history of the
quality control movement, and discussing various aspects of and management philosophies
for quality improvement. Mitra spends 146 pages on these topics (compared to Montgomery’s
60) in three chapters entitled “Introduction to Quality Control and the Total Quality Sys-
tem,” “Some Philosophies and Their Impact on Quality,” and “Quality Management: Prac-
tices, Tools, and Standards.”
While one might be tempted to conclude that more is better, I found the material in this
section to be a rather simple and noncritical abridgement of the quality control management
literature. For example, in 30 pages Chapter 2 summarizes Deming’s, Crosby’s, and Juran’s
writings (with most of the emphasis on Deming’s 14 points for management) without any
critique by the author. While the chapter does briefly compare and contrast the three
philosophies, the reader is mainly left to draw his or her own conclusions without enough
information to truly understand the subtleties.
Similarly, the “case studies” that conclude each of the first three chapters are summaries
of companies that have recently won the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award. These
case studies are really just condensed adaptations of the companies’ Baldrige applications
and read more like corporate advertisements than analytical evaluations of the companies’
quality control methods and how those methods contributed to their business success.
In addition, from a pedagogical point of view I found some of the explanations and def-
initions in this section too general and nonspecific. For example, Fundamentals of Quality
Control and Improvement espouses Juran’s definition of quality, “Quality is fitness for use”
(p. 7), and then defines quality control as “a system that maintains a desired level of qual-
ity” (p. 11). I would not want to have to try to explain to a classroom of students (much
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less a client) how these two definitions fit together operationally. Compare them to Mont-
gomery’s definitions: “Quality is inversely proportional to variability” (p. 6) and “Quality
improvement is the reduction of variability in processes and products” (p. 7).
The second section of Fundamentals of Quality Control and Improvement , entitled Sta-
tistical Foundations and Methods of Quality Improvement, is a summary of basic probability
and statistics concepts. As in Montgomery (2009), Mitra compresses material that would
normally be covered in a 500-700 page introductory probability and statistics textbook into
about 100 pages, starting from defining probability, to describing discrete and continuous dis-
tributions, to descriptive statistical methods, through two-sample hypothesis testing. While
too abbreviated for students who have never had an introductory statistics course, the sec-
tion would be useful as a reference for those who have had such a course sometime in the
past.
The third section, entitled Statistical Process Control, is focused on control charts, with
a chapter on control charts for variables, a chapter on control charts for attributes, and one
on process capability analysis. This section covers all of the standard univariate Shewhart-
type control charts and variants in some detail, including X¯ and R charts, X¯ and s charts,
moving range charts, and p-, np-, c-, and u-charts. However, much less space is devoted
to CUSUM and EWMA control charts, as well as multivariate control charts, which are
relegated to two subsections at the end of the Control Charts for Variables chapter. (In
contrast, Montgomery devotes two chapters and almost twice as many pages to these topics,
as well as a chapter on engineering process control.) Perhaps more importantly, the concept
of Phase I and Phase II use of control charts is not mentioned at all.
Fundamentals of Quality Control and Improvement concludes with sections on Accep-
tance Sampling and Product and Process Design, the latter of which includes chapters on
reliability and experimental design. As the author notes, the reliability chapter, at 29 pages,
is a “brief discussion” (p. xxi) of only the most basic concepts in reliability. In contrast,
the experimental design chapter is significantly longer and includes a discussion of Taguchi
methods.
With that as background, the question I asked myself while doing this review was whether
I would switch from using Montgomery (2009) to Fundamentals of Quality Control and
Improvement for teaching. The short answer is no, I would not. I reached this conclusion for
a number of reasons, including the fact that Montgomery’s treatment of control charts, the
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fundamental tool of quality control practitioners, is more complete and more detailed. In
addition, in my opinion Montgomery’s book has a more unified feel, with the sections more
tightly connected together and to the overall purpose of the book, perhaps attributable to
the exposition in the section and chapter introductions. In contrast, to me Fundamentals of
Quality Control and Improvement felt a bit like four or five abridged books stitched together
under one cover.
That all said, I do not want to leave readers with the wrong impression. While I prefer
Montgomery’s book for teaching, Fundamentals of Quality Control and Improvement is a
well-written book that does a nice job of summarizing the fundamentals of quality control.
The author has clearly put a great deal of effort into the book and has successfully and
accurately compressed a great deal of information from a large literature into a single tome.
For researchers and practitioners with a relatively strong quantitative background, this book
would serve as a nice introduction to the field of quality control and an efficient overview of
quality control methods. Furthermore, since each chapter concludes with a list of references,
readers can use Fundamentals of Quality Control and Improvement as a springboard to delve
more deeply into topics and methods as desired.
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